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HOPEX IT Portfolio Management 

Optimize your IT budget to enable investments in growth and innovation, and create a distinct competitive 
advantage with an IT Portfolio Management tool. Inventory your technology and application assets, monitor 
technology obsolescence, manage IT projects, and prioritize them based on strategic alignment. 

Rationalize IT investments and align IT projects with business priorities 

 Rationalize your IT landscape and cut 
costs 
Inventory and assess your IT assets 
through various criteria using a 
collaborative approach, identify the 
applications to eliminate or modernize 
and mitigate technology obsolescence 

 Align IT projects with strategic business 
initiatives 
Prioritize IT transformation projects 
based on strategic alignment and 
communicate business alignment 

 Deliver quick time to value 
Quickly realize value using 
out-of-the-box integrations and APIs, 
reports, and dashboards

Benefits

Inventory IT assets to get visibility into the IT landscape
Accelerate the process of collecting IT assets through pre-defined templates and out-of-the-box integrations. 
Characterize each IT asset using various parameters including business scope, lifecycle, costs, and risks. Use a 
collaborative platform that helps crowdsource activities to ensure information stays up-to-date.

Assess IT assets to streamline the IT portfolio
Rank and categorize applications to decide which to eliminate, modernize, invest, or tolerate. Get insights 
into the business value and the technical fitness of your applications using assessment campaigns targeting 
business and IT owners. Define technology standards and mitigate technology obsolescence risks by tracking 
and monitoring technology components that support applications.

Transform the IT landscape
Conduct an assessment of your IT landscape, identify how projects are tied to business capabilities, and 
understand how they align to business strategy. Prioritize projects using what-if scenarios and various 
out-of-the-box indicators such as costs, benefits and risks. To identify new other projects, various stakeholders 
can also submit ideas through ideation campaigns. Once approved, ideas are turned into demands, then 
projects.
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Key Features

Inventory your IT assets   

Get visibility into your application and technology 
assets

 Connect to external CMDBs such as 
ServiceNow to speed up inventory

 Use pre-defined templates to import data
 Assign portfolio managers and application 

owners
 Crowdsource data collection using a 

collaborative platform
 Create IT asset IDs 

Assess your IT assets

Categorize your IT assets to identify opportunities 
to streamline 

 Review reports and decide to eliminate, 
modernize, invest, or tolerate applications

 Create assessment campaigns targeting IT 
and Business owners

 Use indicators such as costs, lifecycles, risks
 Integrate Flexera TechnopediaTM to track 

technology obsolescence (option)
 Integrate Cast Highlight to assess risks tied to 

software code (option)

Transform your IT landscape

Prioritize IT transformation projects based on 
strategic objectives

 Identify IT transformation projects
 Perform what-if analysis using transformation 

scenarios
 Improve IT portfolio performance by collecting 

ideas from various stakeholders
 Turn ideas into projects aligned to business 

outcomes

HOPEX Platform
Work as you want using the HOPEX platform to connect 
business, IT, data, and risks perspectives in a single platform 
that easily integrates into your digital ecosystem. Build a digital 
representation of your business, collaborate with stakeholders, 
align on business objectives, and demonstrate the immediate 
business value of your projects.

HOPEX IT Portfolio Management helps to inventory, assess and transform your IT landscape.

Understand how applications support business capabilities

Rank applications based on business value and technical efficiency

Prioritize projects based on strategic alignments and other indicators

www.mega.com
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